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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to analyze the performance
of lu2 special classification children on the 1917 Revision
of the Binet-Simon Test^; the Pintner General Ability Test,
Non-Language Series, Intermediate Form K2 ; and the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Intermediate Form As ,
Justification of the Study
For many years the Binet Test was the universally ac-
\
cepted measure of intelligence. Recently, students of psy-
chology have begun to realize that a single I. Q, does not
always give a true and complete picture of one’s mental
ability. Many children are penalized by the verbal tests in
the Bmet, Other children, being verbally minded, score
higher on the Binet than on the non-verbal type test.
^Terman, Lewis M, Measurement of Intelligence
, Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston, 191b.
p Pintner, Rudolf. Pintner General Ability Test, Non-
Language Series, Intermediate Form K , World Book Company,
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1945
^Durrell, Donald D. and Helen Blair Sullivan. Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Intermediate Form A , World
Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1957
1
\I
2Cattelll says,
"It is possible that those children who register
low on the Stanford-Binet Test, which is more linguistic,
are able to make a better showing in the non-verbal
group test, and that those who register high on the
Stanford-Binet Scale have special verbal ability and
are less able to cope with the non-verbal tests."
One child with a Binet I. Q. of 75 shows different
capabilities than another child with a Binet I. Q. of 75.
This seems to indicate that there is no such thing as a 75
1. Q. as such. Thurstone^ says,
"...it is well known among teachers and employers
that two men may have the same general level of mental
ability and yet be totally different as to their apti-
tudes and potentialities, and that therefore the single
intelligence index is inadequate for the purpose of de-
scrioing mental endowment."
And again Thurstone^ states,
"A better method is to describe each person in terms
of a 'profile 1 of abilities in which it is frankly
recognized that two men may have the same level of mental
endowment and yet be totally different, as shown by the
entirely different types of work which they can learn
to do and enjoy."
ICattell, Psyche. "Comparability of I. Q. ' s Obtained
from Different Tests at Different I. Q. Levels," School
and Society , Vol, 31, (March, 1930 ) pp. 439-^0.
^Thurstone, L. L. "Testing Intelligence and Aptitudes,"
Hygia
,
Vol. 23, (January, 19^5) p. 32.
^Thurstone. Op, cit. p. 33
ri
r.
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3Tiegsl claims,
''The first difficulty with the I. Q* is that it is
too vague and general to reveal anything like a useful
picture of individual mentality. It is a broad classi-
fication with a function other than that of furnishing
a specific diagnostic analysis of individual mental ca-
pacity or disability,"
And Tiegs^ further claims,
" The most serious legitimate charge against the I, Q,,
therefore, is that it does not constitute a detailed
analysis of general and specific abilities of an indi-
vidual pupil that is useful in solving his learning dif-
ficulties, The attempt to express the complex organ-
ization of mental factors known as intelligence in a
single score, while useful for some purposes, in reality
obscures rather than clarifies the problem of guiding
pupil activity,"
Does this mean that some children now catalogued as "special
classification" are wrongfully placed? If we used other
measures with the Binet-Simon Test might not some children
be judged as "normal" rather than "border-line" or "feeble-
minded"? It is hoped that a non-language group intelligence
test and a reading capacity test used in conjunction with the
individually administered Binet-Simon Test will help in inter-
preting the child's I. Q,*
1-Tiegs, Ernest W, "Breaking Down the I, Q,", Progressive
Education , Vol. 13, (December, 1936 ) p, 603
2Tiegs. Op, cit., p, 604
/l
l *
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4Scope of the Study
The following tests were used in the experiment: the
1917 Revision of the Binet-Simon Test, an individual test,
accepted as a reliable and valid measure of intelligence;
the Pmtner General Ability Test, Non-Language Series,
Intermediate Form K, a group intelligence test which
measures the perceptual span, the spacial relations, and
Inductive reasoning of the individual; and the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Intermediate Form A., a
group test which gives the reading capacity, in grade and
mental age, of a child.
The study includes the 102 pupils, 55 boys and 37
girls, in the junior high school special classification
groups in the city of Lynn, Massachusetts. These are the
so-called upper level special classification pupils who
are chronologically 12 years of age or older, and who are
achieving second grade reading or better. The chronologic-
al age range in this experiment is 12 years 0 months to lb
years 1 month. The Binet- Simon I. Q* range is from 45 to 87.
Recapitulation
The purpose of this study is to discover the relation-
ship between the scores of the various tests on the same
retarded individuals. It is assumed that the following
v :
.
*
;
,
5hypotheses will be checked with statistical techniques.
1. That the Pintner Non-Language Test measures a dif-
i'erent phase of intelligence than is generally mea-
sured by most verbal group and individual tests.
2. That the actual mean 1. Q,. differences for the to-
tal group will not be greater than + 5 points be-
tween the Binet- Simon and the Pintner Non-Language
Tests; between the Binet-Simon and the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests; between the Pintner
Non-Language and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity
Tests
•
3* That the actual mean mental age differences will not
be greater than + one year between the Binet-Simon
and the Pintner Non-Language Tests; between the Binet-
Simon and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests;
and between the Pintner Non-Language and the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests.
4* That the correlations and the intercorrelations be-
tween the test scores will be significant for the
total group and for each sex. A significance will
be shown if the correlation is the same or greater
than two and one-half times its standard error.
5. That a greater difference will be found for the
special classification group on the total test
.4
6scores and on the subtest scores between:
the Binet-Simon and the Pintner Non-Language Test
the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity and the Pint-
ner Non-Language Test
6* That a lesser difference will be found between the
Binet-Simon and the Durrell- Sullivan Capacity Test
.i
CHAPTER II
RESEARCH

CHAPTER II
RESEARCH
The purpose of this study is to analyze the perform-
ances of lu2 special classification children on the Binet-
Simon Intelligence Test, the Pintner Non-Language General
Ability Test, and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity
Test. Only three direct studies were found that compared
the performance of special classification children on the
Stanford-Binet and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity
Tests. Other related studies, using a normal experimen-
tal group, are presented, a3 it is felt the results have
a bearing on the present study.
Interpretation of Intelligence
In presenting the data on the Harvard Growth Studies
Cattelll discloses that caution should be used in placing
too much emphasis on one I. Q. rating even if that one I. Q.
is a Binet and is administered by an expert tester. She
based this conclusion on the variability of the I. Q. scores
obtained on the 1300 children that were given two or more
Binet' s by expert testers during the Harvard Growth Studies*
^Cattell, Psyche. "Stanford-Binet I. Q. Variations,"
School and Society
,
No. 45, (1937) Pp. 615-blB
7

8Stenquist^ says,
"The very least that may he done Is to supolement
the single thirty-minute intelligence test,....by at
least one other - better still by two or three - be-
fore extravagant reports are made concerning the men-
tal status of individual pupils."
Pintner^ also subscribes to the idea that,
"It is becoming obvious in many recent studies and
discussions of intelligence tests, and Intelligence
testing, that we must discriminate between different
kinds of intelligence rather than continue to speak
in a vague way of 'general* intelligence •"
He3 agrees thsfc there are many types of intelligence, nbn-
language being one of them. His Non-Language General Abi-
lity Test requires no language skills for administering or
performing and so is applicable to both American and Foreign
children. It stresses space, perception and abstract rea-
soning.
Correlations with Pintner's Non-Language Test and va-
rious group intelligence tests of a verbal nature show
positive relationship and range from .27 to .72. Most of
the coefficients fall between .30 and .50. I. Q. correla-
tions are higher than mental age or test score correlations
and show a spurious relationship. Pintner concludes that
^Stenquist
,
J* L. "Unreliability of Individual Scores in
Mental Measurement," Journal of Educational Research
,
Vol.
IV (December, 1921) p. 354.
^Pintner, Rudolf. "Results Obtained with the Non-Language
Group Test", Journal of Educational Psychology Vol.XV (192*)
p. *73.
^Pintner, Op. Cit. po . *73-<±83.

9as non-language intelligence tests do not show a high cor-
relation with verbal intelligence tests, it should be con-
sidered that they measure a different type of intelligence
than is generally measured by the verbal tests.
Other studies have been made that seem to bear this out.
Gates! found, in an extensive study of pupils in grades one
through eight, the following mental age correlations between
the Stanford-Binet Test, verbal group intelligence tests,
and non-verbal group intelligence tests:
Binet with non-verbal 0,16
Binet with verbal 0,47
Verbal with non-verbal 0*24
The Foss^ study, testing 2u0 special classification
children, found correlations between the stanford-Binet
Mental Age and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Test
mental age to be:
Binet with Hearing Comprehension *55 + ,03
Binet with Hearing Vocabulary *46 + ,04
Binet with Hearing Paragraphs .45 + .04
^-Gates, Arthur I. "The Correlations of Achievement in
School Subjects with Intelligence Tests and Other Variables,"
Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol, XIII, No, 3, (March,
1922), p. 137.
^Foss, Gertrude Mae. Language Comprehension Skills of
Mentally Retarded Children
,
Unpublished Master's thesis,
Boston University School of Education, 1938, p, 27

lo
Gilman^ carried out a study on 169 special classifi-
cation children and found a correlation of *63 + *C44 be-
tween the mental ages of the Stanford-Binet and the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests 0 She found the following
mean mental ages for special classification children:
Total Durrell- Sullivan Test 119*1 months
Durrell- Sullivan Vocabulary 117*36 months
Durrell- Sullivan Paragraphs 117*57 months
Stanford-Binet lU7*3 months
Gilman states that the tests she employed measured
various types of intelligence on the same individual and
not the same thing at all*
pThurstone has attempted to isolate the following men-
tal endowments and has called them
. .. primary mental abilities; Verbal Comprehen-
sion (V), Word Fluency (W), Number Facility (N),
Memory (M), Visualizing or Space Thinking (S)
,
Per-
ceptual Speed (P), Induction (I), and Speed of Judge-
ment ( J) *
,!
He suggests that this is not the complete list but only a
beginning in tne right direction* He claims a person has
a profile of abilities not merely one ability*
^Gilman, Alice. Mental Test Variations Among Dull Chil-
dren
, Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston -University , School
of Education, 1941, p* 66.
2Thurstone, Op. Cit., p. 34.
*
11
Tiegsl concludes,
"With the traditional I. Q. broken down into factors
which are related to teaching and learning, it is hoped
that progressive teachers may receive the type of aid
which they have oeen requesting ever since the 1. Q.
controversy began."
Studies of Sex Differences in Intelligence
"Conclusions relative to sex variability in intel-
ligence must oe based on intelligence tests, and mea-
suring instruments are not available that will permit
one to go further in his conclusions than that the
various intelligence tests give various answers to
sex variability In intelligence,”
stated Lewis^ in relation to his survey study of 45,uOO
elementary school children from 36 states, in grades three
through eight. The Kuhlman-Anderson Test was used to measure
these children. He'-’ finds that
"...the girls predominate at the higher levels,
whereas the boys predominate at the lower levels.
In a survey study of the Pressey Test and the National In-
telligence Test, Kuznets and McNemar* found that these tests
favor the girls.
kPiegs, Op. Cit., p. 6U5.
2Lewis, W. Drayton. "Sex Distribution of Intelligence
Among Inferior ans Superior Children," Journal of Genetic
Psychology
, No. 67, (September, 1945) p. 73.
3Lewis, Op. Cit., p. 70.
4Kuznets, G, M. and Olga McNemar. "Sex Differences in
Intelligence Test Scores." The Thirty-Ninth Yearbook of the
National Society for ihe Study of Education
,
Public School
Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1940, Part I,
Chapter VI, Pp. 211-220.
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Rigg's^- study, using the National Intelligence Test,
measured 5,069 toys and 5,010 girls in grades three through
eight. He found the boys to be slightly more variable but
11
..in general. •• .there is no appreciable sex dif-
ference in variability."
St. John^ studied 503 boys and 4=55 girls in the ele-
mentary schools in Boston and found that boys were slightly
more variable than girls but that there were no significant
sex differences in l. Q. scores,
Pintner f s3 data on his Non-Language Test discloses
"....that there is no sex difference on this test."
Conrad, Jones and Hsiao 4
,
in a rural study of 5ol boys
and 6u7 girls, gave the Army Alpha and the Abbreviated Alpha
and concluded that the females are slightly superior to the
males but this difference decreases during adolescence.
Their study revealed that the girls were better in spelling
while the boys were better in mathematics. They noted
^•Rigg, M. G„ "The Relative Variability in Intelligence
of Boys and Girls," Journal of Genetic Psychology
, No. 56,
1940, p. 214,
^St. John, Charles, W. Educational Achievement in Rela-
tion to Intelligence , Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass., 1930, p. 146.
^Pintner, Op. Cit., p. 483.
4Conrad, H. S., H. E. Jones, and H. H. Hsiao. "Sex
Differences in Mental Growth and Decline," Journal of
Educational Psychology, Vol. XXIV, (March, 1933) pp ,161-
169.
r
** *
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that the mental growth of both sexes was very similar in
its developmental curves.
The Dodge-*- Thesis, on a group of special classifica-
tion children, concluded the girls were older chronologic-
ally and younger mentally than the boys, but not to a sig-
nificant degree.
Terman and Merrill 2 state that the Stanford-Binet Test
is
"....equally fair to the sexes."
They determine this by item analysis.
Lewis^ points out that
"Conclusions relative to sex variability in intelli-
gence are not available that will permit one to go fur-
ther in his conclusions than that the various intelli-
gence tests give various answers relative to sex vari-
ability in intelligence,"
Recapitulation
The data from the previous studies seems to indicate
the following:
1. There is no such thing as "general" intelligence.
2. Intelligence is made up of many component parts.
3-Dodge, Harriet Eva. A Comparison of the Stanford-Binet
Mental Age and the Hearing Comprehension Ability of Dull
Children
,
Unpublished Master 1 s' thesis, Boston University
School of Education, 1940, p. 32
2Terman, Lewis M. and Maud A. Merrill. Measuring Intel -
ligence , Houghton-Mifflin Company, New York, 1937, p. 23.
*'
^Lewis, Op. Cit. p. 73
4
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which may be called "mental abilities".
3© An individual varies in the amount of each
mental ability which he possesses.
There does not seem to be any innate difference
in mental ability between the sexes*
5* Intelligence Tests in use today are not perfec-
ted but are trends in the right direction*
*
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES AND STATISTICAL DESIGN
General Procedures
This study was carried on with the upper level special
classification pupxls in the city of Lynn, Massachusetts in
March, 19*7. It included the entire school population (102
cases) of mentally retarded pupils who had reached their
twelfth birthday chronologically and who were reading on a
second grade level or better.
The chronological age range was from 12 years 0 months
to Is years 1 month. The mean chronological age was 14
years 3 months with a standard deviation of 13 months.
This means that 6ti per cent of the tested group falls be-
tween 13 years 2 months and 15 years * months. Table I
shows the distribution and percentages of chronological ages.
TABLE I
Distribution and Percentages of Chronological Ages of lu2
Upper Level Special Classification Pupils
C. A.
12-u
12-11
13-0
13-11
l*-0
14-11
15-0
15-11
16-0
16-11
17-0
17-11
16-0
16-11 Totals
Bo.y s
N % N N $ N fo N % N fo N % N %
11 17 10 15 30 46 13 20 0 0 1 2 0 0 65 HCC
Girls 7 19 6 16 15 40 7 19 1 3 0 o 1 3 37 100
Totals 16 17 16 16 *5 44 20 1 1 1 1 i_L 1 102
15
Vi
16
The Binet-Simon mental age range was from 6 years 4
months to 12 years 11 months* The mean mental age was 9
years 11 months* Figuring two standard deviations or 26
months, 98 per cent of these special classification pupils
would fall within the range of 7 years 7 months and 12 years
3 months* Table II shows the distribution and percentages
of the Binet-Simon mental age*
TABLE II
Distribution and Percentages of Binet-Simon Mental Ages of
102 Upper Level special Classification Pupils
M* A*
6-0
0-11
7-0
7-11
6-0
6-11
9-0
9-11
10-0
10-11
11-0
11-11
12-0
12-11
1
Totals
Boys
N fo N $ N % N $ N fo N fo N % 1 N $
0 0 3 4 4 6 18 28 26 43 7 11 5 8 1 65 100
Girls 1 3 2 5 11 30 12 32 9 24 1 3 1 3 37 luo
Totals 1 1 5 5 15 15 30 29 37 36
i
8 8 8 8 102 loo
The Binet-Simon I* Q* range was from 45 to 67* The
mean I. Q. was 69*62* Sixty-eight per cent of this mentally
retarded population fell between the I* Q*'s of 61*45 and
77*79. Table III shows the distribution and percentages of
the Binet-Simon I* Q,*
-v
(i v •
v
V
, V *
*
\
4 »
. * \
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TABLE III
Distribution and Percentages of Binet-Simon I* Q. of 102
Upper Level Special Classification Pupils
I. Q. 40-49 50-59 6u-69 70-79 Bu-B9 , Totals
Boys
N fo N ft N ft N
a/ N
ft
N %
1 1 3 3 20 31 33 51 9 14 65 100
Girls 1 3 6 16 16 43 13 35 1 3 37 luG
Totals 2 l_2J B , B B 35 46 45 lu lu lu2 loo
All of the children had been given the Binet-Simon Intel-
ligence Test by the school psychologist and the assistant to
the psychologist within the past two years. Eighty per cent
of them were administered within the eight months prior to
the compilation of this data. The mental ages were brought
up to date by computing the current chronological age and
the obtained I. Q. It is realized that a more recent Binet
for all children would have given a more accurate measure
but it was administratively difficult to have the children
re-tested for the purpose of this study.
The Pintner General Ability Test, Non-Language series.
Intermediate Form K was given by the investigator. The Dur-
rell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Intermediate Form A, was
given by the assistant to the psychologist. In both instances
the directions for administering the tests were carefully
studied and carried out. Each test was given in two parts.
>1
as suggested by the authors of the tests, to eliminate, in
so far as possible, the fatigue element. Approximately one-
half of the pupils took the Pmtner Non-Language Test first
and the other half took the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity
Test first, to regulate any practice effect that might re-
sult •
The classroom teachers were present in most cases to
give help in the mechanics of the testing program. They
checked to see that all children began on the correct space;
that they understood each sample; that additional pencils
were given when needed; and that all children stopped on time.
No teacher interfered with the administering of the tests nor
gave assistance to the pupils other than in the above-mentioned
cases
•
The Pintner Non-Language and the Durrell-Sulllvan Read-
ing Capacity Tests were scored and then re- scored by the
author. To facilitate easy handling for future classifica-
tion all the test results were tabulated on cards, one for
each individual child. This information was recorded:
Date of birth
Chronological age
Sex
Test results
..
*
• w
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Binet-Simon
Mental age
I. Q.
Date of testing
Pintner Non-Language
Mental age
I. Q.
6 subtest scores
Median standard score
Date of testing
Durrell-Sullxvan Reading Capacity
Mental age
I. Q.
2 subtest scores (raw scores)
Total test score (raw score)
Date of testing
The cases were then sorted according to sex and arranged
by Binet-Simon mental age in descending order from oldest to
youngest and numbered consecutively, cases one to sixty-five
being male and cases sixty- six to one hundred and two being
female* These cards were used to set up the special purpose
tables reported in tills study*
Statistical Techniques Used
The Pintner Non-Language Test yields a standard score
which is translated into a mental age and deviation I. Q*
by means of the accompanying tables* The raw score of the
Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Test is converted into a
hearing capacity and grade placement v/ith the use of the au-
thor’s tables* For the purpose of this study the hearing
capacity was treated as a mental age and a ratio I* Q* was
»
< <
I
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computed using the chronological age and the hearing capacity
age.
The mean, the standard error of the mean, the standard
deviation, and the standard error of the standard deviation
were figured for this population as a whole and also accord-
ing to sex. Figures and tables were drawn and constructed
to show the findings and results. Correlations were com-
puted from the original measurements. The following formula
from Guilford^- was employed:
ryu - nrxy- te fi)(zy)
J
x)*j cmz yz- (t yy-
j
Correlations among the three tests were figured for
mental ages, for whole test scores, and for subtest scores
for the population as a whole and according to sex also.
Intercorrelations on the Pintner Non-Language and the Dur-
rell-Sulllvan Reading Capacity Tests were also figured on
the 102 total cases and also for the boys and the girls
separately. These correlations resulted:
Total test scores
Binet-Simon mental age and Pintner Non-Language score
Binet- Simon mental age and Durrell- Sullivan Reading
Capacity score
-^-Guilford, J. P. Fundamental Statistics in Psychology
and Educatxon
,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 19^2 p. 20*
*?
*
<
Pintner Non-Language and Durrell- Sullivan Reading
Capacity subtest scores
Pintner Non-Language 1 and Durrell- Sullivan
Capacity 1
Pintner Non-Larguage 1 and Durrell- Sullivan
Capacity 2
Pintner Non-Language 2 and Durrell- Sullivan
Capacity 1
Pintner Non-Language 2 and Durrell- Sullivan
Capacity 2
Pintner Non-Language 3 and Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity 1
Pintner Non-Language 3 and Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity 2
Pintner Non-Language * and Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity 1
Pintner Non-Language * and Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity 2
Pintner Non-Language 5 and Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity 1
Pintner Non-Language 5 and Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity 2
Pintner Non-Language b and Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity 1
Pintner Non-Language o and Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity 2
Intercorrelations of the Pintner Non-Language Test
Subtest 1 and subtest 2
Subtest 1 and subtest 3
Subtest 1 and subtest *
Subtest 1 and subtest 5
<
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Subtest 1 and subtest b
Subtest 2 and subteat 3
Subtest 2 and aubtest *
Subteat 2 and subtest b
Subtest 2 and aubtest S
Subtest 3 and aubtest 4
Subtest 3 and subtest 5
Subtest 3 and subtest 6
Subtest 4 and subteat b
subteat and oubteat t>
Subtest b and subtest t>
Intercorrelations of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity
Teat
Subtest 1 and aubtest 2

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Identification of the Experimental Group
One hundred and two special classification pupils
in Lynn, Massachusetts were given an individual Binet-
Simon and two group tests; the Pmtner Non-Language Gen
eral Ability Test and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capa
city Test in March, 1947. The results were analyzed to
discover any similarities and any differences between
the scores obtained. Figure 1 shows the percentage of
pupils within each chronological age.
23
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Figure I
Percentage of lu2 Tested Special Classification Pupils
Within Each Chronological Age
The chronological age range of this population was
from 12 years 0 months to lti years 1 month* The mean
chronological age was 14 years 3 months with a standard
deviation of 13 months* The percentage of the boys and of
the girls within each age follow one another rather closely.
There is not quite such a close alignment when the
,.
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Binet-Simon I. Q. 1 s are compared as shown in Figure II.
Figure II
Percentage of lu2 Tested Special Classification Pupils
Within the Binet-Simon I. Q. Range
ihe Binet-Simon I* Q, range for the total group was
from ^5 to 87. The mean I, Q. score was 69.52 with a stand-
ard deviation of 8.17. The I. Q. range for the 65 boys
was from 49 to 87 with a mean score of 71.71. The 37
girls’ I# Q. range of 45 to 80 had a mean score of 65*90.
. V
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Means, standard deviations and coefficient of cor-
relations were figured for the group as a whole, for the
hoys, and for the girls. A critical ratio study was omit-
ted because it was felt the coefficient of correlations
study gave a better and more refined picture.
Comparison of Mean Scores
The means and standard deviations of the scores of
each test were found for the entire group arid then for
each sex. A similar study was also made for each sub-
test of the Pmtner Non-Language General Ability Test
and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Test. It can
be noted by the distribution of scores that this is not
a normal group.
Mean study for total test scores . —The results of
the total scores on the Binet- Simon, the Pmtner Non-Lan-
guage General Ability, and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading
Capacity Tests are shown in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
Means and Standard Deviations for I. Q,. Scores of the Binet-
Simon, the Pintner Non-Language and the Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity Tests for 102 Special Classification Pupils
Test N. Mean
—
(Tm b *D a fir ...
Binet-Simon 102 b9 *b2 ±.81 8.17 ±.57
Pmtner Non-Language 102 7b.71 ±1*48 14.90 ±.104
Durrell- Sullivan
Reading Capacity lo2 81.15 ±1.07 10.80 ±.7b
The Binet-Simon I, Q* range was from 45 to 87 with a
mean score of b9 *b2* The spread of scores in this retarded
group takes in +2*15 standard deviations above the mean and
-3*0l standard deviations below the mean*
The range of I. Q,* scores for the Pintner Non-Language
General Ability Test was from *5 to lo7 with a mean score of
7b *71. The standard deviation spread is smaller in this case;
from +2.o3 standard deviations above the mean to -2*13 stand-
ard deviations below the mean*
When the ratio I. Q,. was figured for the Durrell-Sulli-
van Reading Capacity Test, the range was from 5b to lo5 with
a mean score of 81*15* The scores spread from +2.21 standard
deviations above the mean to -3*25 standard deviations below
the mean* Figure III shows the range and distribution of
I* Q,. scores for the three tests*
<\ V
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Figure III
Range and Distribution of I. Q. scores for the Binet-Simon,
the Pintner Non-Language, and the Durrell-Suilivan Reading
Capacity Tests for 102 Special Classification Children
Table V shows the results of the boys' I* Q* scores
on the Binet-Simon, the Pintner Non-Language, and the Dur-
rell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests*
c
TABLE V
Means and Standard Deviations for I, Q, Scores of the Binet
Simon, the Pintner Non-Language, and the Durrell- Sullivan
Heading Capacity Tests for 65 Special Classification Boys
Test N. Mean (fm S.D. <f<r
Binet-Simon 65 71.71 1,97 7 ,80 ±•68
Pintner Non-Language 65 81.77 ±1,63 13.00 ±1.51
Durrell- Sullivan
Reading Capacity
,
65 84.88 +1.23 9.83 1.86
The range of Binet-Simon I, Q. scores for the boys was
from 49 to 87 with a mean score of 71,71. These scores
take in +2 .o standard deviations above the mean and -2.89
standard deviations below the mean.
The Pintner Non-Language Test had a range of I. Q.
scores from 4b to 107 and a mean score of 81,77. These
took in +1,94 standard deviations above the mean and
-2,83 standard deviations below the mean.
The ratio I, Q, scores ranged from 59 to lu5 with a
true mean score of between 70,74 to 72.68. This spread
took in +2,o5 standard deviations above the mean and -2,94
standard deviations below the mean.
The girls' I, Q, scores on the Binet-Simon, the Pint-
ner Non-Language, and the Durrell-Sulllvan Reading Capacity
Tests are shown in Table VI,
iYV,
1 » V
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TABLE VI
Means and Standard Deviations for I. Q. Scores of the Binet-
Simon, the Pintner Non-Language, and the Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity Tests for 37 Special Classification Girls
Test N. Mean (fm S.D. fir
Binet-Simon 37 65*90 ±1.25 7.49 ± .87
Pintner Non-Language 37 67.81 ±2.19 13.15 ±1 ol5
Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity 37 74*59 ±1*53 9.20 ±1.06
The mean !• Q. score for the Binet-Simon was 6h*90
with a standard deviation of 7*49* The spread of scores
on this test takes in +1 088 standard deviations above the
mean and -2*79 standard deviations below the mean*
The Pintner Non-Language mean I. score was 67 .dl
and the standard deviation was 13.15* The test scores
in this case take in +2.68 standard deviations above the
mean and -1*73 standard deviations below the mean.
The Durrell-Sullivan mean I, Q. score was 74.59
with a standard deviation of 9*20. The spread of scores
on this test takes in +1*55 standard deviations above the
mean and -2*o2 standard deviations below the mean.
The lowest mean I. Q. scores were found on the Binet'
Simon Test for the total tested population, for the boys
and for the girls. The highest mean I. Q. scores were
found on the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test for
*I *
i
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the entire special classification group, for the boys and
for the girls. The boys' mean I. Q. scores were consistent-
ly higher than the girls' mean I. Q, scores. The standard
error of the mean was snallest on the Binet- Simon Test and
largest on the Pintner Non-Language Test for all groups
tested*
A comparison of mean mental ages for each test was
made, and the actual differences are shown in Tables VIX,
VlIX and iX. Table VII shows the comparison of mean men-
tal ages on all tests used for the lo2 special classifica-
tion pupils*
TABLE VIX
Comparison of Mean Mental Ages on the Binet-Simon, the Pint-
ner Non-Language, and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity
Tests for 102 Special Classification Pupils
Tests N
Mean
Mental
Age in
Months
Actual
Differ-
ence in
Months
Binet-Simon 119
102 4
Pintner Non-Language 123
Binet-Simon 119
102 19
Durrell-Sullivan 138
Pintner Non-Language 123
Durrell-Sullivan 102 138
15
- - 1
1o.:
<
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The greatest actual difference in mean mental age was
between the Binet-Simon and the Durrell-Sullivan Tests. The
least actual difference in mean mental age was between the
Binet-Simon and the Pintner Non-Language Tests.
Table VIII shows the comparison of mean mental ages on
all three tests for the 65 special classification boys.
TABLE VIII
Comparison of Mean Mental Ages on the Binet-Simon, the
Pintner Non-Panguage, and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading
Capacity Tests for 65 Special Classification Boys
Mean Actual
Mental Differ-
Age in ence in
Test N Months Months
Binet-simon 122
65 7
Pintner Non-Language 129
Binet-simon 122
65 22
Durrell-Sullivan 1*4
Pintner Non-Language 129
65 15
Durrell-Sullivan 144
The least actual difference in mean mental age for
the 65 boys occurred between the Binet-simon and the Pint-
ner Non-Language Tests. The greatest actual difference
in mean mental age occurred when the Binet-simon and the
Durrell-Sullivan Tests were compared.
<
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Table IX shows the comparisons of mean mental ages on
all three tests for the 37 special classification girls.
TABLE IX
Comparison of Mean Mental Ages on the Binet-Simon, the
Pintner Non-Language, and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading
Capacity Tests for 37 Special Classification Girls
Mean Actual
Mental Differ-
Age in ence in
Test N Months Months
Binet-Simon
37
112
3
Pintner Non-Language 109
Binet-Simon
37
112
18
Durrell-Sullivan 128
Pintner Non-Language
37
109
19
Durrell- Sullivan 12s
The greatest actual difference in mean mental age for
the girls was 19 months when the Fintner Non-Language and
the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests were compared.
The mean mental age of the Binet-Simon and the Pintner Non-
Language Tests were fairly close; the Binet-Simon mental
age being only three months more than the Pintner Non-
Language mental age.
There was the least actual difference in mental age
between the Binet-Simon and the Pintner Non-Language Tests
fV
for the complete retarded group* for the boys and for the
girls* The greatest actual difference in mean mental age
was between the Bmet-Simon and the Durrell-Sullivan Read-
ing Capacity Tests for the entire group and for the boys*
The girls' greatest actual difference in mean mental age
was found between the Plntner Non-Language and the DurrelL
Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests*
A study was made of the test scores for the Plntner
Non-Language and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity
Tests for the complete group and also by sex. Table X
shows the results of these tests for the complete mentally
retarded group tested.
TABLE X
Means and Standard Deviations for Test Scores of the Pint-
ner Non-Language and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity
Tests for lo2 Special Classification Pupils
——————
Test N. Mean (fim S.D. (fir
Pintner
Non-Language 102 134*18 ±L*b3 16.35 ±1.14
Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity 102 85 «5l ±1.70 17 .05 ±1.19
With a standard deviation of lb #35 the scores of the
Plntner Non-Language General Ability Test range from -*-2.25
standard deviations above ohe mean to -2.u9 standard devi-
ations below the mean for the total group tested*
{/
-
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Table XI shows the results of the boys' scores on the
Pintner Won-Language and the Durrell- Sullivan Heading Cap-
acity Tests*
TABLE XI
Means and Standard Deviations for Test Scores of the Pint-
ner Wpn-Language and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity
Tests for 55 Special Classification Boys
—
Test W. Mean (fm S *D e (fir*
Pintner
Won-Language 65 138.63 ±2.21 17.65 ±1.55
Durrell- Sullivan
j
Reading Capacity 65 91*40 ±1.60 12.65 ±1.13
The Pintner Won-Language mean score 136*83 has a stand-
ard deviation of 17*65* The spread of scores takes in +1*82
standard deviations above the mean and -1 0 75 standard devia-
tions below the mean*
The mean score of the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity
Test was 91.40* In this test the scores spread from ’»-l*60
standard deviations above the mean to -2*68 standard devia-
tions below the mean*
Table XII presents the results of the Pintner Won-
Language and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests
for the 37 mentally retarded girls tested.
!* ^
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TABLE XI
X
Means and standard Deviations for Test Scores of the hnt-
ner Non-Language and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity
Tests for 37 Special Classification Girls
Test N. Mean din S.D. fr
Pintner
Non-Language 37 126.00 ±2.23 14.10 ±1.64
Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity 37 75.16 ±2.76 16.55 ±1.92
With a standard deviation of 1^.10 from the mean, the
scores fall from +2.695 standard deviations above the mean
to -l.t>4 standard deviations below the mean on the Pintner
Non-Language General Ability Test,
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test mean score
of 75 o 16 has a standard deviation of 16.55. In this test
the girls' range of scores was -t-l.aO standard deviations
above the mean and -2 .Its standard deviations below the mean.
As in the I. Q. score studies, the test scores for the
boys are consistently higher than the test scores for the
girls.
Mean study for subtest scores .--The results of the 102
special classification pupils for the Pintner Non-Language
Test, including it3 six subtests, are shown in Table XIII.
Upon examination it will be seen that the highest mean score
was 135.37 on subtest IX, Reverse Drawings. The lowest
mean score was 131.80 on subtest I, Figure Dividing.
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Pattern Synthesis, subtest III, showed the greatest varia-
tion in scores, as shown by the standard deviation of 23*31.
Subtest IV, Movement Sequence, had the least variation of
scores* Sixty-eight per cent of the scores fell between
119 *3b and 150 *6b as shown by the standard deviation of 15*65.
Table XIV shows the results of the 65 boys' scores for
the Pintner Non-Language Test and its six subtests. The
highest mean score for the boys was 140*95 earned on sub-
test IV, Movement Sequence. The lowest mean score was
136*60 which was gained on subtest III, Pattern Synthesis*
The greatest variation of scores, 9b per cent of the scores
falling between 90*lb and lb2.02, was on Pattern Synthesis,
subtest III. The standard deviation of 17*75 indicates
that the subtest v/ith the least variation of scores was sub-
test V, Manikin, with 98 per cent of the scores falling be-
tween lo2*35 and 173*35.
Table XV shows the results of the 37 girls' scores for
the Pintner Non-Language Test and its six subtests. The
highest mean score of 12b .43 was for subtest VI, Paper
Folding. The lowest mean score was 119.43 on subtest I,
Figure Dividing. The greatest range of scores was in sub-
test III, Pattern Synthesis, as shown by the standard devia-
tion of 20.56. Sixty-eight per cent of the scores fell be-
tween lU4.*7 and 1*4.77. The smallest range of scores fell
4
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in subtest II, Reverse Drawings, as indicated by the stand-
ard deviation of 17*70. Sixty- eight per cent of the scores
fell between 109*33 and 144*73*
Close examination of the mean subtest scores discloses
the lowest boys score to be greater than the highest girls
score* There was no agreement on the subtest in which the
highest and the lowest mean score fell, nor on the subtest
in which the lowest spread of scores occurred. The one com-
plete agreement was on the greatest variation of scores on
subtest III, Pattern Synthesis, for the complete group, for
the boys and for the girls* The girls' lowest mean score
and that for the group as a whole was on Figure Dividing,
subtest I.
The author of the Pintner Non-Language General Ability
Test makes no claims as to what each subtest measures but it
is interesting to note that these special classification
boys and girls performed differently on the six subtests*
The results of the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity
Test, incluci ng its two subtests, for the 102 special clas-
sification pupils are shown in Table XVI.
(*
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TABLE XVI
Means and Standard Deviations of the Durrell-Sullivan Read-
ing Capacity Test for lu2 Special Classification Pupils
N.
Subtests
Total rPest
I Word
Meaning
II Paragraph
Meaning
Raw
Score
M.A.in
Months
Raw
Score
M.A.in
Months
Raw
Score
M.A.in
Months
Mean 102 65,51 136 47.62 136 36.28 131
(T
n
102 ±1.70 ±1.62 ±1.12 H.72 + .77 ±1.85
S,D, 102 17.05 16.25 11.26 17.25 7.79 18.65
<Tr 102 ±1.19 1.14 4.79 1.21 ±.55 ±1.31
The mean mental age for the complete test was 136 months.
The Word Meaning Test had the same mean mental age while the
Paragraph Meaning Test was but five months below this. The
greatest spread in mental age was on the Paragraph Meaning
Test •
Table XVII shows the results of the Durrell- Sullivan
Reading Capacity Test, including its two subtests, for the
65 special classification boys.
>
-( f
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TABLE XVII
Means and Standard Deviations of the Durrell- Sullivan Read-
ing Capacity Test for 65 Special Classification Boys
N.
Total Test
$ or :est s
1 Word
Meaning
II Paragraph
Meaning
Raw
Score
M.A.in
Months
Raw
Score
M.A.in
Months
Raw
, Score
M.A.in
Months
Mean 65 91.40 142 50.76 141 40.92 136
(Tin 65 ±1.60 ±1.74 ±1 .06 ±1.66 ±.77 ±2.16
S.D. 65 12 .65 13.90 6 .55 15.05 6.25 17.30
65 ±1.13 ±1.22 ±.75 -1.32 ±.55 ±1.52
The mean mental age for the boys for the complete test
was 142 months*. V/hen the two subtests were considered, the
Paragraph Meaning Test had the lowest mean mental age but
the greatest spread in mental age.
Table XVIil shows the results of the Durrell- Sullivan
Reading Capacity Test and its subtests for the 37 special
classification girls.
'I
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TABLE XVIII
Means and Standard Deviations of the Durrell-Sullivan Read'
ing Capacity Test for 37 Special Classification Girls
N.
Total Test
Subtests
I Wc
Meanj
>rd
mg
II Paragraph
Meaning
Raw
Score
M.A.in
Months
Raw
Score
M.A.in
Months
Raw
Score
M.A.in
Months
Mean 37 75.16 127 4tl.94 126 33.22 120
(Tm 37 ±2.76 ±2.45 ±1.75 ±2 .ob ±1.28 ±2.54
5 *D* 37 16.55 14.70 10.65 17.30 7.78 15.25
37 +1.92 ±1.71 -1.24 ±2.01 -.80 ±1.77
The mean mental age for the complete test for the girls
was 127 months* When the subtests were compared the Word
Meaning Test had the largest mean mental age and the largest
standard deviation.
The total test score, the Word Meaning Test, and the
Paragraph Meaning Test had higher boys' mean mental ages
than girls' mean mental ages; the actual differences rang-
ing from 15 months to 20 months.
Comparison of Coefficient of Correlations
A coefficient of correlation sutdy was made in prefer-
ence to a critical ratio study because it was felt that the
former gave a better and more refined picture of the same
group
•
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Correlation study of total test and subtest scores *
—
Coefficients were figured from the raw data to determine
the degree of relationship existing between the Binet-Simon
mental age and the test scores for the Pintner i^on-iianguage
and the Durrell-^ullivan Reading Capacity Tests. Correla-
tions were figured between the Binet-Bimon mental age and
the total test scores, and between the Binet-Simon mental
age and each subtest score. Correlations were also figured
between the six Pintner Non-Language subtest scores and the
two Durrell-Bullivan subtest scores. Coefficients were worked
for the 102 special classification pupils, for the 65 boys
and for the 37 girls*
The absolute scale taken from Guilford-*- was used in
the interpretation of all correlations and intercorrelations.
"Less than .20 ....Blight; almost negligible
relationship
.20- *40 .Low correlation; definite but
small relationship
• 40— .70 .Moderate correlation; substan-
tial relationship
• 70- .90... .High correlation; very dependa
ble relationship."
Table XIX present s the correlations found when the Binet-
Bimon mental ages, the Pintner Non-Language median test
scores and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity total test
scores were used.
•^Guilford, op. cit., p. 219.
*
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TABLE XIX
Correlations between the Binet-Simon Mental Ages, the Pmt-
ner Non-Language Median Test Scores, and the Durrell-Sulli-
van Reading Capacity Total Test Scores for 102 Special Clas-
sification Pupils
Binet-Simon
Pintner
Non-Language Durrell-Sullivan
r <fr r fr
+ .51 1.07 + .69 ±.05
Pintner
Non-Language — + .40 1+ •ca
All correlations between the test scores are positive
and range from the lowest r of +.40+.0B between the Pintner
Non-Language and the Durrell-Sullivan Tests to a r of
+.69+.o5 between the Binet-Simon and the Durrell-Sullivan
Tests, The three coefficients were moderate. The r of
+.69+.u5 between the Binet-Simon and the Durrell-Sullivan
Tests approaches the marked relationship. Gilman^ found
a r of +.63+.U44 between the Stanford -Binet and the Dur-
rell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests on a similar special
classification group.
Table XX shows the correlations between the Binet-
Siraon mental ages, the Pintner Non-Language median test
scores, and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity total
test scores for ohe 65 special classification boys.
^-Gilman, Alice. Mental Test Variations Among Dull Chil-
dren , Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School
of Education, 1941, p.66.
1 '
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TABLE XX
Correlations between the Binet-Simon Mental Ages, the Pint-
ner Non-Language Median Test Scores, and the Burrell-Sulli-
van Reading Capacity Total Test Scores for 65 Special Clas-
sification Boys
Pintner
Non-Language Durrell-Sullivan
r 6v r <Tv
Binet-Simon + .43 i.iu + •66 ±.U7
Pintner
Non-Language - + .28 1.12
When the boys* scores were correlated it was found
that the coefficients were all positive and ranged from
+.28+ .12 between the Pintner Non-Language and the Durrell-
Sullivan Tests to +.66+.U7 between the Binet-Simon and the
Durrell-Sullivan Tests. The r of +.2o+,12 was low but
showed some relationship.
The correlations for 37 special classification girls
between the Binet-Simon mental ages, the Pintner Non-Language
median test scores and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity
total test scores are shown in Table XXI.
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TABLE XXI
Correlations between the Binet-Simon Mental Ages, the Plnt-
ner Non-Language Median Test Scores, and the Durrell-Sulli-
van Reading Capacity Total Test Scores for 37 Special Clas-
sification Girls
Pintner
Non-Language Durrell-Sullivan
r
,
«Tr r
,
<fr
Binet-Simon + *4b ±.13 + .59 ±.11
Pintner
Non-Language __ + .20 ±.16
The correlations of the girls’ scores were all positive
and ranged from +.2u+.l6 between the Durrell-Sullivan and the
Vintner Non-Language Tests to +.59+.11 between the Binet-
Simon and the Durrell-Sullivan Tests* The r of +.20+,16
was low but showed the existence of some relationship be-
tween the items in the Durrell-Sullivan and the Pintner
Non-Language Tests*
With the exception of the r of +.46+.13 between the
Binet-Simon and the Pintner Non-Language Tests the coef-
ficients for the girls were lower than the coefficients for
the ooys.
A coefficient study was made between the Binet-Simon
mental ages, the Pintner Non-Language subtest scores, and
the Durrell-Sullivan subtest scores. Table XXII presents
the correlations between the Binet-Simon mental ages, the
(
Pintner Non-Language subtest scores, and the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity subtest scores for 102 special
classification pupils.
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TABLE XXII
Correlations between the Binet-Simon Mental Ages, the Pint-
ner Non-Language Subtest Scores, and the Durrell- Sullivan
Reading Capacity Subtest Scores for lo2 Special Classifica-
tion Pupils
3inet-
simon
Pintner Non-Language Test
I
Figure
Dividing
II
Reverse
Drawings
ill
Patt
Synt
sm
besis
IV
Movement
Sequence
V
Manikin
VI
Pape]
Fold:
r*
Lng
r dr r dr r dr r dr r dr r 6r
+ .47 SL + .407cSL + .53 + .07 + .4l + .ot + .47 + .08 + .49 + .08
D7S.1
IVord
Weaning + .4l + .08 + .26 + .o9 + .41 + .00 + .26 + .o9 + «2o + .09 + .35 + .u9
D.S. Par-
agraph
Weaning + .53 + .07 + .43 + .08 + .43 + .08 + .28 + .ud + .34 + .o9 + .43 + .08
^Durrell-Sullivan
The coefficients between the Binet-Simon mental ages
and each of the Pintner Non-Language subtests were all posi-
tive and moderate. They ranged from +.40+.08 between the
Binet-Simon and the Reverse Drawings Tests, to +.53+.o7
between the Binet-Simon and the Pattern Synthesis Tests.
The correlations between the Pintner subtests and the
Durrell- Sullivan Word Meaning Capacity Test ranged from
>
4- J t » ^ *
+.26+.U9 between the Word Meaning and the Reverse Drawings
Tests to +. 41+.U8 which occurred between both the Word
Meaning and Figure Dividing and the Word Meaning and Move-
ment Sequence Tests. The r's of + .4l were moderate and the
others were low but show some degree of relationship in the
test items.
The coefficients between the Durrell-Sullivan Para-
graph Meaning Capacity Test and the Pintner Non-Language
subtest scores were positive and ranged from +.28+.U6 be-
tween the Paragraph Meaning and the Movement Sequence Tests
to +.53+.U7 between the Paragraph Meaning and the Figure
Dividing Tests. The r * s of +.28 and +.3^ were low but show
that some of the same elements were in the tests compared;
the other r ? s were moderate.
The correlations between the Binet-Simon mental ages,
the Pintner Non-Language subtest scores, and the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity subtest scores for the 65 fecial
classification boys.
* *
I
*
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TABLE XXIII
Correlations between the Binet-Simon Mental Ages, the Pint
ner Non-Language Subtest Scores, and the Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity Subtest Scores for 65 Special Classifica-
tion Boys
Pintner Non-Language Test
I
Figure
Dividing
II
Reverse
Drawings
III
Pattern
Synthesis
IV
Movement
Sequence
V
Manikin
VI
Paper
Folding
r (Jr r (Tv r <Tr r <fr r <fr r dr
fBinet-
Simon + .39 +**1 + .32 + .11 + .47 + .lu + •44 + .lu + .43 + .lu+ .45 + .lu
D.S. 1
Word
Meaning + •25 + .12 + .17 + .12 + •37 + .11 + .23 + .12 + .19 + •12+ .35 + .11
D,S, Par-
agraph
Meaning + •22 + .12 +.4y + ,u9 + .47 + .10 + .18 + .12 + .22 + .12i .49 + .09
Durre11- Sul1 j.van
I
The coefficients for 65 boys between the Binet-Simon
mental ages and the Pmtner Non-Language subtest score were
lower than those for the 102 retarded pupils. They ranged
from +.32+.11 between the Binet-Simon and Reverse Drawings
Tests to +.47+.lu between the Binet-Simon and the Pattern
Synthesis Tests, The r& of '•32 and *>-,39 were low, the
other r‘s were moderate.
The correlations between the Durrell-Sullivan Word
Meaning Capacity Test and the Pintner Non-Language subtests
were all positive but lower than those between the Binet-
Simon and the Pintner Non-Language subtests. The highest
Boston University
School of Educa tion
'
Library
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r was +*37+ *11 between the Durrell- Sullivan Word Meaning
and the Pattern Synthesis Tests. The lowest r was +.17+.12
between the Word Meaning and the Reverse Drawings Tests.
There were no marked coefficients but two slight correla-
tions. These were +.17 and +.19. The other r*s were low.
The two highest coefficients between the Durrell-Sul-
livan Paragraph meaning and the Pintner Non-Language sub-
tests were +.49+.u9. They occurred between the Paragraph
Meaning and the Reverse Drawings and between the Paragraph
Meaning and the Paper Folding Tests. The lowest r of
+.16+.12 occurred between the Paragraph Meaning and the
movement Sequence Tests. The r*s above +.4U were moderate,
the r of +.19 was slight, the other r’s were low.
Table XXIV shows the correlations between the Binet-
Sirnon mental ages, the lintner Non-Language subtest scores,
and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity subtests for the
37 retarded girls.
»

TABLE XXXV
Correlations between the Binet-Simon Mental Ages, the Pint
ner Won-Language Subtest Scores, and the Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity Subtest Scores for 37 Special Classifica-
tion Girls
Pintner Non-Language Test
I
Figure
Dividing
II
Revel
Drawi
’se
mgs
III
Pattern
Synthesis
IV
Movement
Sequence
V
Manikin
VI
Paper
Folding
r (Tr r (Tr r (Jr r rr r r (fr
ginet-
Simoti + .37 f .14 + .39 + .14 + .54 + .12 + .12 _+.16 + .3b + .14 + .44 + .13
Word
Meaning + .37 . 14 + .15 _+ .16 + ,29 + .15 + .04 + .17 + .30 + .15 + .2o + .15
D.S. Par-
agraph
Meaning + .67 ±.uy + .14 + .16 + .19 + .16 + .05 + .17 + .26 + .16 + .23 + .16
-^Durrell- Sullivan
There was a wide divergence of correlations when the
girls' scores on the Binet-Simon and the Plntner Non^Language
subtests were compared. They ranged from +.12+.16 between
the Binet-Simon and the Movement Sequence Tests to +.54+ .12
between the Binet-Simon and the Pattern Synthesis Tests.
The r ’ s of +.54 and *.44 were moderate, the r of +.12
was very slight, the other r's were low.
There were no moderate correlations between the Durrell-
Sullivan Word Meaning Capacity Test and the Pintner Non-Lan-
guage subtests. The lowest r of + .04.+ .17 between the Word
Meaning and the Movement Sequence Tests was almost negligible
{+
I
1
and might even be a - correlation when the standard error
of +.17 is taken into consideration. The highest r of
+.37+.14 was low, but approached the moderate scale.
The widest divergence of r's was found when the Dur-
rell- Sullivan Paragraph Meaning Capacity Test scores were
correlated with the Pmtner Non-Language subtests. The
highest r of +.67+09 was moderate but approached the high
level. The lowest r of +.0&+.17 was very slight and might
even be a - correlation when the standard error of +.17
is considered. Most of the correlations were low or slight.
A study was also made between the Binet- Simon mental
ages and the Burrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity subtest
scores. Table XXV presents this information for all groups.
TABLE XXV
Correlations between the Binet-Simon Mental Ages and the Dur-
rell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Subtest Scores for the Special
i ... - Classification Group
N.
Durrell-Sullivan
Word Meaning
Paragraph
Meaning
r (Tr r dr
Binet-Simon 102 + .66 + .06 + .53 + .07
Binet-Simon 65B. + .66 + .07 + .51 + .09
Binet-Simon 37G, + .60 + .11 + .35 + .15
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All correlations except +,35+. 15 between the Bire t-
Slmon and the Paragraph Meaning for the girls' scores were
moderate. The lowest r's occurred between the Binet-Simon
and the Paragraph Meaning Tests for the total group, for
the boys, and for the girls.
In a similar study on a special classification group
Foss-'- found the following correlations between the Stanford-
Binet mental ages and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity
Test scores.
"The coefficient of correlation for mental age ver-
sus hearing vocabulary was •46+.U376; for mental age
versus hearing paragraphs •45+.03ti7; and on the two
tests combined, .55+.U333."
Intercorrelation studies .--The six subtests of the Pint
ner Non-Langu%ge Test and the two subtests of the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Test were correlated with each
other for the lu2 retarded pupils tested and separately for
the 65 boys and the 37 girls. The intercorrelations of the
Pintner Non-Language subtests for the lu2 special classifi-
cation pupils are presented in Table XXVI.
•'Foss, Gertrude Mae. Language Comprehension Skills of
Mentally Retarded Children
, Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Boston University School of Education, 193B, p. 25.
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TABLE XXVI
Intercorrelations of Subtest Scores of the Pintner Non
Language Test for lu2 Special Classification Pupils
I
subtests
IX ill IV V Vj[
r 6r r dr r lTr r Jr r Jr
l .Figure
Dividing + .5U + .U7 + .47 + .Uo + .42 + .UO + ,42 i+ |ca + .45 + .uo
lx.Reverse
Drawings + .47 + .ub + .4u jjj.Uo + .3u + .u9 + .47 + .Ub
ill.Pattenn
Synthesis + .34 + .u9 + .47 jt.ub + .5b + .u7
iV .Movement
Sequence + .44 + .UO + .39 + .UO
V .Manikin
+ .5u 1+ • c
Vl. Paper
Folding —
The highest intercorrelation was -r.5bjt.uV found between
subtests jlII and VI. The lowest intercorrelation was t-.3u+.09
found between subteato il and V. All intercorrelations but
three were moderate. These intercorrelations, + .3u, +.34
and +.39 were low but showed some degree of relationship
between the subtests.
Table XXVI shows the intercorrelations for the 65
boys* scores between the Pintner Non-Language subtest scores.
I
V
TABLE XXVII
Intercorrelations of Subtest Scores of the Pintner Non-
Language Test for 65 Special Glassification Boys
Subtests
11 111 ±\r V V.[
r (Tr r (Tr r 6r r (Tr r CTv
I .Figure
Dividing + .42 + .lu + .4l + .10 + ,34 + .11 + .32 + .11 + .44 + .lu
11 .Reverse
Drawings + .44 +.lo + .35 + .11 + .25 + .lo + .47 + .10
III .Pattern
Synthesis + .25 + .12 + .33 + .11 + .5u + .o9
IV .Movement
Sequence to•+ + .lo + .42 + .lo
V.
Manikin + .4l + .lo
VI. Paper
Folding
The highest intercorrelation for the boys was +.5o+.o9
found in subtests III and VI. The lowest intercorrelation
of +.25+.12 occurred between subtests II and V and between
subtests III and IV. The six low intercorrelations occurred
when the Movement Sequence and the Manikin Tests were cor-
related with the other subtests.
The intercorrelations of the Pintner Non-Language
subtests for the 37 special classification girls are shown
on Table XXVIII
/4
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TABLE XXVIII
Intercorrelations of Subtest Scores of the Pintner Non-Lan-
guage Test for 37 Special Classification Girls
Subtests
LX III IV V V]
r 6r r Tr r (Jr r Or r dr
I .Figure
Dividing + .47 + .13 + .42 + .14 + .29 + .15 + .42 + .14 + .34 + .15
II. Reverse
Drawings + . 3a _+.14 + .2a + .15 + .21 + .16 + .42 + .14
III. Pattern
Synthesis + .32 + .15 + .6u + .11 + .6u + .11
IV .Movement
Sequence + .3U + .15 + .23 + .16
V.
Manikin + .56 + .11
VI.Faper
Folding
The highest intercorrelation for the girls was +.60+.11
which occurred between subtest III and V and again between
subtest III and VI. The lowest intercorrelation of +.21+.16
was found between subtests II and V. Approximately half of
the intercorrelations for girls fell in the moderate rela-
tionship and the other half were low.
Table XXIX shows the intercorrelations of the two sub-
tests of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test for the
lu2 special classification pupils, for the 65 boys and for
the 37 girls*
c(,
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TABLE XXIX
Intercorrelations of Subtest Scores of the Durrell- Sulli-
van Reading Capacity Test for Special Classification
Pupils
N.
Paragraph Meaning
r (Tr
Word Meaning 102 + .65 + .06
Word Meaning 65B + .53 _+ .09
Word Meaning
,
37G + *56 + .11
All three intercorrelations were moderate.
Recapitulation
The purpose of this study was to analyze the perform-
ances of lu2 special classification children on the Binet-
Simon Test, the Pintner Non-Language General Ability Test,
and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test.
It was learned that the lowest mean I. Q. and test
scores were found on the Binet-Simon Test and the Highest
mean I. Q. and test scores were found on the Durrell-Sulli-
van Test. The boys' mean scores were consistently higher
than the girls' mean scores.
A coefficient of correlation study was decided upon in
preference to a critical ratio study because it was felt
the former was more discriminating. The highest correlations
*
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were found between the Binet- Simon and the Durrell-Sul-
li.van Reading Capacity Tests and the lowest correlations
were found between the Pintner Non-Language and the Dur-
rell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests. The lowest corre-
lations were found in the girls' scores between the Dur-
rell-Sullivan subtests and Movement Sequence of the Pint-
ner Non-Language Test. The girls' coefficients were con-
sistently lower than boys' coefficients.
The intercorrelation studies for the girls were lower
than the intercorrelations for the boys.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to analyze the perform-
ances of special classification children on the Binet-Simon
Intelligence Test, the Pintner Non-Language General Ability
Test, and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test* The
total population of the upper level special classification
pupils in Lynn, Massachusetts was used in the experiment.
This included 1U2 children, 65 boys and 37 girls, who were
12 years of age or over chronologically and who could read
on a second grade level or better. The following observa-
tions and conclusions were drawn.
1* The actual mean I. Q. and mental age differences
are greater between the Binet-Simon and the Durrell-Sulli-
van Reading Capacity Tests than between the Binet-Simon and
the Pintner Non-Language General Ability Tests*
2* The lowest mean mental age and standard deviation
scores were found on the Binet-Simon Teat. This is explained
by the fact that it was a select group screened originally by
this particular test,
3* The highest mean mental age scores were found on the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test*
The largest standard deviations were found on the
Pintner Non-Language General Ability Test. This indicates
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that the range of scores is greater and therefore the group
is less select in the abilities this test measures* It is
probably measuring a differait type of intelligence than is
generally measured by most verbal group and individual in-
telligence tests*
5* The actual mean I* Q* differences of the tests for
the total group were as follows:
4*44 points - Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test
versus Pintner Non-Language Test
7*09 points - Binet-Simon versus Pintner Non-Language
Test
11.44 points - Binet-Simon Test versus Durrell-Sulli-
van Reading Capacity Test
Only the mean I* Q* difference between the Durrell- Sullivan
Reading Capacity Test and the Pintner Non-Language Test was
not greater than +5 I* Q* points*
6* The actual mean mental age differences of the tests
for the total group were as follows:
4 months - Binet-Simon Test versus Pintner Non-Lan-
guage Test
15 months - Pintner Non-Language Test versus Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Test
19 months - Binet-Simon Test versus Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity Test
Only the mean mental age difference between the Binet-Simon
Test and the Pintner Non-Language Test was not greater than
one year
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7. All of the total test score correlations were sig-
nificant except for the following:
+ «26 + .12 - Boys' scores for Durrell- Sullivan Test
versus Pintner Non-Language Test
+ .20 + .16 - Girls' scores for Durre11- Sullivan Test
versus Pintner Non-Language Test
b. All of the suhtest score correlations for the com-
plete group were significant.
9. The following correlations for the suhtest s on the
hoys' scores were found to he insignificant:
+ .25 + .12 - Durrell- Sullivan Word Meaning versus
Pintner Non-Language Figure Dividing
+ .17 + .12 - Durrell- Sullivan Word Meaning versus
Pintner Non-Language Reverse Drawings
+ .23 + .12 - Durrell-Sullivan Word Meaning versus
Pintner Non-Language Movement Sequence
+ .19 + .12 - Durrell-Sullivan Word Meaning versus
Pintner Non-Language Manikin
+ .22 + .12 - Durrell-Sullivan Paragraph Meaning ver-
sus Pintner Non-Language Figure Dividing
+ .lb
_+ .12 - Durrell-Sullivan Paragraph Meaning ver-
sus Pintner Non-Language Movement Sequence
+ .22 + .12 - Durrell-Sullivan Paragraph Meaning versus
Pintner Non-Language Figure Dividing
1(J. Only these subtest correlations for the girls were
found to he significant:
+ .37 + .14 - Binet-Simon versus Pintner Non-Language
Figure Dividing
4I
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4 0 39 + .14 - Binet- Simon versus Pintner Non-Language
Reverse Drawings
+ .54 + ,12 - Binet-Simon versus Pintner Non-Language
Pattern Synthesis
+ + • 14 - Binet-Simon versus Pintner Non-Language
Manikin
+ •** + .13 - Binet-Simon versus Pintner Non-Language
Paper Folding
+ .37 + .14 - Durrell- Sullivan Word Meaning versus
Pintner Non-Language Figure Dividing
+ *67 + *09 - Durrell- Sullivan Paragraph Meaning versus
Pintner Non-Language Figure Dividing
+ ,35 + .15 - Binet-Simon versus Durrell-Sullivan Par-
agraph Meaning
11. All of the Pintner Non-Language intercorrelations
for the complete group were significant.
12. All of the Pintner Non-Language intercorrelations
for the hoys were significant with the exception of the
following:
+ .25 + .12 - between subtests III and IV
+ .25 + .lb - between subtests II and V
13. The following Pintner intercorrelations for the
girls were found to be insignificant:
+ .29 + <>15 - between subtests I and IV
+ .2b + .15 - between subtests II and IV
+ .32 + .15 - between subtests III and IV
+ .21 + .16 - between subtests II and V
<
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+ .3u + .15 - between subteats IV and V
+ ,34 + .15 - between subtests I and VI
+ .23 + .16 - between subtests IV and VI
14. All of the Durrell- Sullivan intercorrelations
were significant.
15. The Binet- Simon and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading
Capacity Tests show close relationship as seen by the cor-
relations of + .69 + .05 for the total group; + .66 + .07
for the boys; and + .59 + .11 for the girls.
16. The Binet-Simon and the Pintner Non-Language Gen-
eral Ability Tests, when compared, show a lesser degree of
relationship as indicated by the correlations of + .51 + .07
for the total group; + .43 + .10 for the boys; sn d + .46 + .13
for the girls.
17. When the Pintner Non-Language General Ability Test
and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Test were compared,
they showed the least degree of relationship as seen by the
coefficients of * .^G + .06 for the complete group; + .2d + .12
for the boys; and + .2o + .16 for the girls.
Id. The girls' total test scores and subtest scores
were consistently lower than the boys' total test scores
and subtest scores.
19. The girls' mean I. Q. and mental age scores for
the Binet-Simon, the Pintner Non-Language General Ability
<<
*
<
and the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests were
consistently lower than the boys' mean I, Q. and mental
age scores.
From the data obtained it is assumed that the Binet-
Simon Test, the Pintner Non-Language General Ability Test
and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test are measur-
ing different abilities within the same individual. A
profile was obtained rather than a single measure.
<
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study was conducted on the total population
of the upper level special classification pupils of Lynn,
Massachusetts. This only yielded a total of lu2 cases,
it presents a picture of the performance of the upper
level special classification pupils of Lynn on the Binet-
Simon Test; the Pintner Non-Language General Ability Test,
Intermediate Form K; and the Durre11-Sullivan Reading
Capacity Test, Intermediate Form A. It may not be a
typical picture of all special classification pupils,
similarly identified, on the same tests.
The boys were highly weighted against the girls in
this experiment. The difference found between the boys'
and the girls' scores may be peculiar to this weighted
population and may not be a real difference at all.
implications for Future Stud.y
Before the performance of special classification
children on the Pintner Non-Language General Ability Test
as compared with their performance on the Binet-Simon and
the Durrell- Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests can be stated
conclusively, an effort must be made in the following di-
rections :
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1 - Additional studj.es should be made on similar po
pulations, using the same tests, to accumulate a mass of
data.
2 - An effort should be made to secure a sampling from
communities of different industrial, economic and social
levels
•
5 - The sex study would be more meaningful if the boys
and the girls were equally equated*
The Manual of Directions for the Pmtner^ Intermediate
General Ability Tests, Non-Language Series, states,
"No claim Is made that the subtests tap primary
or independent abilities, and little is known as to
the significance of the separate subtest scores.
This does not impair the usefulness of the test, for
the author does not now recommend the use of separate
subtest scores; it is possible that subsequent re-
search may indicate that they have special signifi-
cance for some purposes •"
The data obtained in this study is offered to the au-
thors and students as a contribution toward the significance
of the subtests. It is realized that this experiment in it-
self sheds but a small light on the performance of special
classification children on the subtests of the Pintner Non-
Language General Ability Tests, Intermediate Form K, but
it is offered in the spirit of helpfulness.
iPintner General Ability Tests Non-Language Series, In-
termediate lest. Manual oi Directions. World Book Company,
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 19*5, p. 1
e*
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READING CAPACITY TEST
By Donald D. Durrell Inter.
Professor of Education and Director of the Educational Clinic
Boston University Capacity
and Helen Blair Sullivan AAssociate Director of the Educational ClinicBoston University
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORM A
For Grades 3 to 6
Name Grade
Age When is your next birthday?
Name of school City
Teacher Boy or girl
How old will you be then ?. .
Date
Test Score
Grade
Equiva-
lent
Age
Equiva-
lent
1. Word Meaning
2. Paragraph Meaning
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